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In the process of handling criminal cases, it is crucial to avoid evidence tampering and ensure the integrity, consistency, and
nonrepudiation of evidence transfer records, which is highly related to the fairness and credibility of the judiciary. To address this
problem, we propose a consortium blockchain network to record evidence transfer events among different departments of China’s
judicial system. We design the format of a transaction and a block. In addition, the smart contracts for three types of transactions
are also proposed. -e Raft consensus algorithm is adopted to accomplish the consensus process. A security analysis shows that
the proposed scheme can achieve the design goal (the integrity, consistency, and nonrepudiation of evidence transfer records
stored in blockchain). Furthermore, a set of experiments were conducted to analyse the performance of the proposed scheme.-e
experiments results show that the throughput of the system is proportional to the send rate within a certain threshold.-e latency
decreases with increasing send rate if the send rate is within a certain threshold. Peer nodes in the system consume the most
storage and communication cost. -e values of block size and block generation interval time have a slight influence on the
performance of the system.

1. Introduction

Evidence is the cornerstone of criminal proceedings and
guarantees the quality of case handling. Recently, a number
of criminal unjust and wrongly decided cases have been
exposed in China; consequently, the prevention and cor-
rection of unjust, false, and wrongly decided cases has once
again become a hot topic of public concern under the
background of establishing judicial credibility. -erefore,
China’s central Political and Legal Commission requires
judges, prosecutors, and police to be responsible for life for
the quality of case handling within their responsibilities. An
investigation shows that there are many reasons for unjust
and false cases, but most of these cases have had serious
evidence problems.

In the process of handling criminal cases, the relevant
evidence needs to be transferred among multiple depart-
ments of the judicial system. In a traditional trial, the

evidence transfer process is managed entirely manually, with
the involved entities being required to fill in and sign paper
documents that accompany the evidence. -e rapid devel-
opment of electronic information technology in recent years
has promoted themodernization of trial procedure in China.
In 2016, the Supreme People’s court began to deploy and
promote the in-depth application of electronic files in courts
across the country. As of 2019, 3363 courts in China have
built an electronic file generation system, and 67% of the
cases in the country have generated electronic files along
with the cases and transferred them for application [1]. In
Western countries, with the facilitation of information
system and Internet technologies, the judicial system has
also been able to combine the information systems of various
departments, institutions, and units to create a new ap-
proach for handling cases online.

In China, the general framework of the electronic case
handling network includes a central node (the Political and
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Legal Committee) and four platform nodes (the public se-
curity bureau, the procuratorate, the court, and the judi-
ciary). For supervision and inspection, the information
transferred among different platforms should be transmitted
through the central nodes. In the system, each node records
the evidence transfer event into a log. In the case of a log
record inconsistency between parties, the log record of the
Political and Legal Commission shall prevail.

For the above system to be used in the trial process of
criminal cases, the standardized use and circulation of ev-
idence within the judicial system must be ensured. Specif-
ically, the following security requirements need to bemet: (1)
(consistency) the evidence transfer events are recorded and
stored accurately, and the records are consistent among
departments; (2) (integrity) the evidence transfer records
cannot be tampered with artificially; and (3) (non-
repudiation) the recorded events cannot be denied by the
involved entities.

-e network architecture described above cannot ensure
the security of evidence transfer records, since the nodes in
the network cannot guarantee the integrity of their log
records. When the evidence transfer records stored among
different nodes are inconsistent, the correct transfer scenario
cannot be identified, accountability cannot be ensured, and
the unforgeability and the nonrepudiation of the evidence
transfer event cannot be guaranteed.

Based on the above analysis, we need an effective ap-
proach for guaranteeing the consistency, integrity, and
nonrepudiation of the evidence transfer recorded among
departments within the judicial system. In recent years, as an
emerging information technology, blockchain has attracted
increasing attention. According to Wikipedia, blockchain is
a distributed database technology. By maintaining the chain
structure of data blocks, this technology can maintain the
continuous growth of data records that cannot be tampered
with. -at feature makes blockchain a promising technology
in multiple domains, including the judicial system, credit
inquiries, and so on. In judicial system, distinctive features of
the blockchain, such as traceability, post-auditing, and data-
tampering prevention, make it a promising tool which can
significantly improve the credibility and authenticity of
e-evidence.

-e established blockchain systems applied in the ju-
dicial domain are used mainly to solve the trust problem
between the judicial system and the external world. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, the trust problem among
departments within the judicial system has not been con-
sidered in the Internet judiciary system. To solve this
problem, in this paper, we propose a blockchain-based
evidence transfer management model for criminal cases in
China’s judicial system. In the proposed framework, the
evidence transfer records of criminal cases are stored in a
judicial system consortium blockchain to ensure that the
records cannot be tampered with and that the copies of
evidence transfer records maintained by all departments are
consistent. In this way, various problems existing in the
established criminal case handling system can be solved,
namely, the vulnerability to tampering of evidence transfer
records, the inconsistency of evidence transfer records after

being tampered with, and the difficulty of determining li-
ability when the records are inconsistent.

In summary, this paper makes the following
contributions:

(1) In this paper, according to the transfer rules of
criminal evidence in the judicial system of China, we
established a blockchain-based criminal case evi-
dence transfer record management system. -e
proposed system does not rely on a trusted third
party to ensure that the evidence transfer records are
consistency, integrity, and nonrepudiation. Raft
consensus algorithm is adopted to record the verified
transactions in the blockchain.

(2) We design the transaction structure for storing the
evidence transfer events. In addition, we design the
endorsement policy and smart contract for the
considered three types of transactions (evidence
sending, evidence revocation, and evidence transfer
record query) to guarantee the consistency, integrity,
and nonrepudiation of evidence transfer events.

(3) -e security of the proposed scheme is verified in
terms of integrity, consistency, and nonrepudiation
of the evidence transfer records stored in the
blockchain. -e experimental prototype is imple-
mented and the performance of the proposed system
is measured in terms of throughput, latency, and
resource overhead.

-e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related works, followed by the back-
ground knowledge about the proposed system in Section 3.
-e proposed scheme is presented in Section 4, and a se-
curity analysis and experimental performance evaluation are
presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7
concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

Advancements in information technology in recent years
have enabled an increasing number of case handling pro-
cesses, including evidence transfer, to be conducted online.
As themost crucial basis for judgment, the complete lifecycle
of the evidence should be strictly recorded to guarantee its
integrity, authenticity, and auditability. Great efforts have
been made to enhance the integrity, authenticity, and
auditability of the evidence in both judicial circles and
informatics.

Richter et al. pointed out that digital evidence is con-
sidered admissible in the court of law if it meets the fol-
lowing criteria: authentic, complete, reliable, and believable
[2]. Cosic et al. proposed a digital evidence management
framework (DEMF) that could improve the chain of custody
of digital evidence [3]. -e authors used a hash function to
generate a digital fingerprint of evidence. -en, the digital
fingerprint and biometric authentication are used to identify
the persons who handled the evidence. -ey also suggested
the addition of timestamps to guarantee the integrity of the
evidence and chain of custody [4]. Prayudi et al. introduced a
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model of digital evidence cabinets (DECs) to implement the
digital evidence handling and chain of custody. -is
framework consists of three main components: a digital
evidence management framework for handling the inter-
actions of investigators, a tag cabinet to represent the digital
evidence cabinet, and access control and secure commu-
nication to support trust-based computing [5]. -e authors
also proposed a digital evidence cabinet-based framework to
support digital evidence handling according to the regula-
tions in Indonesia [6]. However, in these studies, the authors
only provided solutions for digital evidence handling on an
abstract level. -ey did not describe the proposed frame-
works in detail. Furthermore, these frameworks do not
consider the integrity or nonrepudiation of the digital evi-
dence handling records. If some false digital evidence
handling records are added to the logging system or
recorded events are deleted from the logging system, the
chain of custody will be broken. -is will pose a hidden
danger regarding the occurrence of unjust and false cases,
thereby damaging the judicial credibility of the country.

With the emerging and rapid development of blockchain
technology, the properties of blockchain render it suitable
for the formation of a digital evidence chain of custody.
Researchers have proposed blockchain-based schemes for
recording digital evidence that render it almost impossible to
change the digital evidence recorded on the blockchain.
Fisher Justin et al. proposed an authentication and verifi-
cation method of digital data using blockchain technology
[7]. In this method, digital data are hashed to produce a hash
fingerprint/signature and submitted to the Bitcoin block-
chain so that the digital data can be verified without the
involvement of a third party. -is system can only guarantee
the integrity of the evidence but cannot record or verify the
compliance of operations conducted on the evidence.
Moreover, since the Bitcoin blockchain is a permissionless
blockchain, anyone can join the blockchain network and
submit digital data to the blockchain; furthermore, its an-
onymity renders it unsuitable for the judicial system. Wenqi
Yan et al. proposed a blockchain-based digital evidence
chain of custody [8]. -e evidence related to a certain case
should be signed by 50% of the people involved in the case
before it can be submitted to the blockchain. -e evidence
transfer event will be stored on the blockchain by recording
the transfer time and the new owner of the evidence. -e
authors regarded the evidence handling by different entities
as the same, which was inconsistent with reality. Further-
more, digital evidence handled online includes increasingly
many video files, which occupy a substantial amount of
storage space; hence, the storage of such evidence on the
blockchain is infeasible. Auqib Hamid Lone et al. proposed
forensic-chain, a blockchain-based digital forensics chain of
custody with PoC in Hyperledger Compose [9]. As in ref-
erence [8], the authors did not consider the differences in
evidence handling among different parties. For example,
they assumed that evidence could be transferred to any
entity in the blockchain network.

Based on the above analysis, most studies used block-
chain to record the evidence and its state changes (such as
the owner and transfer time), but did not consider the

related regulations governing changes in the state of evi-
dence. Hence, there is almost no access control on state
changes of the evidence. Furthermore, the ever-increasing
amount of video evidence requires massive space and is not
suitable to be recorded on the blockchain. To prevent ir-
regularities within the judicial system and to ensure that
problems and responsible parties can be easily identified
when disputes occur, we propose a permissioned blockchain
system for recording criminal evidence transfer events
within the judicial system to decrease the occurrence of
unjust and false cases due to the unfair operation of the
judicial system.

3. Preliminaries

-is section provides the necessary background knowledge
for this paper, which includes regulations for criminal ev-
idence transfer in China’s judicial system and blockchain
technology.

3.1. Criminal Evidence Transfer Process in Chinese Judicial
System. In China, the processes of handling criminal cases
mainly include investigation, prosecution, and trial. -e
involved organizations within the judicial system mainly
include the Public Security Bureau, the procuratorate, and
the court, and the main supervision organization is the
Political and Legal Commission. -e general handling
process of a criminal case is as follows. First, the public
security organ investigates the case. After the investigation is
completed, the file materials and evidence are transferred to
the procuratorate for examination. -en, the procuratorate
examines the case and checks the relevant materials of the
case that have been sent by the public security organ. If any
material is deficient, it will be returned to the public security
organ for supplementation. If the evidence is accurate and
sufficient, and the procuratorate considers it is necessary to
investigate the criminal responsibility, the procuratorate will
put forward a public prosecution to the court. During this
process, the relevant evidence and materials of the case
should be submitted to the court for review. -e court will
decide whether to hold a court session after examination. To
ensure the efficiency of case handling, the material and
evidence transfer needs to be handled by the relevant per-
sonnel with strict time regulations. As a supervision and
guidance unit, the Political and Legal Commission can
supervise and inspect the judicial system’s case handling
process, including the evidence transfer.

3.2. Blockchain. -e blockchain is a computational para-
digm that emerged with the Bitcoin protocol in 2008 [10]. It
is essentially a dependable distributed ledger that stores
transactions in a chain of chronological blocks that are
linked via hash values [11–19]. -e ledger is enforced with
cryptography and carried out collectively in a peer-to-peer
network. Generally, blockchains can be classified into two
types, namely, permissionless blockchain (e.g., Bitcoin [10]
and Ethereum [20]) and permissioned blockchain. Per-
missioned blockchains, which consist of consortium
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blockchains (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric [21]) and private
blockchains, are only available to members who have been
granted authorization.

By deploying smart contracts on a blockchain network,
the viewable contract obligation codes are triggerable by
granted members, and the trustworthiness of execution
results appended to the blockchain will be ensured by the
consensus algorithm [22]. -e typical consensus mecha-
nisms used in permissioned blockchains include BPFT [23],
Raft [24], and so on.

As previously discussed, we need to establish a block-
chain system to record the evidence transfer events of
criminal cases among different departments within the ju-
dicial system. Hence, a consortium blockchain is more
appropriate for our system because it only allows the au-
thorized entities within the judicial system to join the system
and be involved in the transactions. Moreover, all trans-
actions can only be checked within the justice system, in
accordance with the criminal case handling regulations.

4. Proposed Scheme

-is section presents a blockchain-based system for the
secure recording of evidence transfer events among different
departments of the judicial system. First, we will present the
threat assumption and design goals of the system. -en, we
will present the complete framework of the proposed system.
Afterward, we will describe each component of the block-
chain system, including the block format, identity man-
agement scheme, smart contracts, and consensus algorithm.

4.1. Adversary Model and Design Goals. In this paper, we
assume the following: (1) all nodes in the system may be
subjected to external or internal attacks, such as forgery,
denial, or modification of evidence transfer records by the
sender or receiver of evidence, and ultra vires operations
(such as ultra vires revocation of evidence). (2) All nodes in
the system may fail (e.g., by failure to process tasks and
provide a response), but less than half of the nodes may fail
simultaneously. (3) -e nodes in the system will not collude
with each other.

To eliminate the security vulnerabilities of the current
centralized online case handling system and to build
trustworthy evidence transfer records among departments
of the judicial system, our system has the following design
goals:

(i) Full decentralization. No single party can control the
system.

(ii) Tamper-proofing. No single party can tamper with
the evidence transfer record stored on the
blockchain.

(iii) Consistency. -e system can guarantee the consis-
tency of the evidence transfer records among the
departments within the judicial system.

(iv) High robustness. -e system can still perform well
under the failure of a certain number of nodes in the
blockchain network.

4.2. System Architecture. -e architecture of the proposed
system is illustrated in Figure 1. -e blockchain network
comprises four organizations, namely, the Public Security
Bureau, the procuratorate, the court, and the Political and
Legal Commission, which are denoted as Org1, Org2, Org3,
and Org4, respectively. Each organization has two peer
nodes, either of which can act as an endorser or a master
node, and each of which is a committer. Applications
(clients) are deployed within each organization. -ese ap-
plications can communicate with the peer nodes of the
organization to which they belong. -ey can send trans-
action proposals, which are processed by the blockchain
network to generate new blocks, and receive the information
returned by the blockchain network (such as the evidence
transfer record stored on the blockchain). -e evidence is
transferred over the Internet rather than via the blockchain.
Here, compared with the traditional electronic case handling
networkmentioned in Section 1, the judiciary is not involved
in the blockchain network according to the criminal evi-
dence transfer process in the Chinese judicial system. In
addition, the number of peer nodes within each organization
can also be set to one or more than two.

Figure 2 illustrates the operational flow of the proposed
blockchain network. We can see that there are four orga-
nizations participating in the network, namely, the Public
Security Bureau, the procuratorate, the court, and the Po-
litical and Legal Commission. -e clients of these four
participants are able to carry out three kinds of applications,
namely, sending, revocation, and query. Figure 2 shows that
the Public Security Bureau and procuratorate can initiate a
sending application, the procuratorate, and the court are
allowed to carry out a revocation application, and all clients
of the four participants are able to conduct the query ap-
plication. All entities of these four participants are managed
by an identity management module. Entities with different
identities are assigned different permissions to participant in
the blockchain network.

-ere are four processes from a client initiating a certain
type of transaction (application) to the transaction being
written into the blockchain. -e four processes are 1. ini-
tiating a transaction proposal, 2. Endorsement, 3. Consen-
sus, and 4. Adding blocks to the blockchain, corresponding
to the digital label next to the dotted arrow in Figure 2. Each
process is described in detail as follows:

(1) Initiating a Transaction Proposal. When a client fin-
ishes a business related to the evidence transfer, it needs
to record this evidence transfer event to the blockchain.
To do this, the information about this event needs to be
constructed as a transaction proposal and sent to the
endorsement nodes for endorsement.

(2) Endorsement. When endorsement nodes receive a
transaction proposal from a client, the corre-
sponding smart contract will be executed to get the
transaction simulation result. Based on the en-
dorsement logic, if an endorser decides to support
the transaction proposal, it will sign the read-write
set generated by the simulated transaction and send
it back to the client after signing.
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(3) Consensus. When a transaction proposal has passed
the endorsement strategy, the client that initiated the
proposal would generate the corresponding trans-
action and send it to the ordering service to store the

transaction on the blockchain. During this process,
we adopt the Raft consensus algorithm to achieve the
consensus and ensure the consistency of the ledger
among all nodes.
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Figure 1: -e architecture of the proposed evidence transfer management framework.
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Figure 2: -e operational flow of the proposed blockchain network.
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(4) Adding Blocks to the Blockchain. After transactions
sorted by the ordering service, they will be generated
as a block. -e leader node is in charge of the
commitment of the new generated block. -e com-
mitted block will be added to the blockchain replica of
all peer nodes. In addition, the state database in
Figure 2 is also a part of the ledger. In the imple-
mentation of the smart contract and the consensus
mechanism, nodes in the blockchain network need to
access the state database for the corresponding read-
write operations to finish their tasks.

4.3. Block Format. In this section, we will present the
formats of a transaction and a block on the blockchain.
-e format of a transaction proposal is presented in
Table 1, where type represents the type of the transaction;
sending, revocation, and query are represented as 1, 2, and
3, respectively; timestamp is the beginning time of an
evidence transfer event (e.g., the evidence sending time
and the evidence revocation time); recID is the identity of
the receiver in an evidence transfer event; and txID
represents the transaction ID, which is composed of the
evidence ID, the sender’s ID, and the transaction refer-
ence number. Moreover, the prooflist stores evidence IDs
and their corresponding hash values, where the evidence
ID is composed of the case ID and the evidence serial
number; the variable ack is the acknowledgement message
from the receiver of an evidence transfer event; and the
field note can store supplemental information about the
transaction.

Table 2 presents the format of a block. A block consists of
three main parts, namely, the block header, block data, and
block metadata. -e block data part stores several trans-
actions as a Merkel tree. -e hash value of the Merkel tree’s
root is stored in the block header part. -e hash value of the
previous block is also stored there. -ese hash values form a
chain to connect the adjacent blocks and can be used to
verify the integrity of the blocks.

4.4. Identity Management and Access Control. In the pro-
posed framework, all participants in the blockchain network
should obtain entry permission. We deployed an identity
management module for key generation and certificate
management for all participants.

-e identity management scheme is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. A CA (Certificate Authority) is deployed in each
organization to generate certificates for all the members of
the organization. All members generate their own public and
private key pair, register with the administrator, and obtain a
certificate from the corresponding CA.Members of the same
organization have the same MSP (Membership Service
Provider), so they have the same root certificate and ad-
ministrator for authenticating each other and share data.
According to the architecture of the proposed system and
Hyperledger Fabric, each organization will create a certifi-
cate for one administrator, two peer nodes, one orderer, and
several clients. Meanwhile, we establish a channel MSP,
which includes the information of each organization’s MSP,

so that the peer nodes and orderers of the four organizations
can share data in this channel and authenticate the channel
participants.

To achieve access control, we set corresponding roles
and attributes to different types of entities in the network,
which can be reflected in their certificates. As mentioned
above, there are four kinds of roles in the system, namely,
administrator, peer node, orderer, and client. -e authority
of the administrator is to register members that are willing
to enter the corresponding MSP. -e peer node can submit
transactions to the blockchain network and authenticate
the identity of entities in the network. -e orderer’s au-
thority is to sort the unpackaged transactions to generate a
block. -e client can only submit transaction proposals to
the endorser and broadcast the endorsed transaction to the
orderer. In addition, to facilitate the implementation of the
chaincode, which will be described in the following sec-
tions, we set priorities that differ among organizations. -e
priorities of Org1, Org2, Org3, and Org4 (Figure 1) are
incremental and are represented by the numbers 1, 2, 3, and
4, respectively.

4.5. Endorsement. In the endorsement stage, the endorsing
peer checks the validity of the transaction proposal sent by a
client, then simulates the execution chaincode (smart
contract) to obtain the transaction result, and finally judges
whether to support the transaction proposal according to the
endorsement logic. If it is decided to support the transaction
proposal according to the endorsement logic, the endorsing
peer will sign the read-write set generated by the simulated
transaction and send it back to the client after signing.

Table 1: Data structure of a transaction proposal.

typedef tx struct{
int type;
int timestamp;
int recID;
int txID;
map string ID, string hash prooflist;
string ack;
string note;

}

Table 2: Format of a block.

Block Header
{

Block Number
Current Block Hash//Hash of the Merkle Tree’s Root
Previous Block Hash

}
Block Data

a Set of Transactions//Stored as a Merkle Tree
Block Metadata
{

Block Creation Time
Writer’s Certificate and Signature

}
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Before we introduce the chaincode of the proposed
system, we define the content of the state database that
maintains the status of the ledger to facilitate the fast query
of the application. -e structure of the state database, which
is a key-value-based database, is presented in Table 3. Each
entry contains two fields, namely, key and value, which
represent certain information related to an item of evidence.
For a specified evidence item, the field “key” contains the
evidence ID, and the field “value” contains the hash value of
the evidence, the values of three indicators (TBC, valid, and
flag), and the list of clients that possess this evidence. In the
following, we will use symbol SDev.f to denote the value of
field f for evidence ev and symbol EVSD to denote the set of
evidence stored in the state database.

As we discussed in Section 3, the events related to ev-
idence transfer within the judicial system mainly include
evidence submission, evidence rejection, and evidence
query, which correspond to three types of transactions in the
blockchain system, namely, evidence sending, evidence
revocation, and evidence transfer record query, respectively.
-e concrete business is processed through the Internet,
which does not require the participation of the blockchain.
When the business has been finished, the initiator will
submit the corresponding transaction to record this event in
the blockchain. In the following, we introduce the three
types of transactions and present their smart contract
(chaincode) in the form of algorithm pseudocode.

(i) Evidence Sending. -e evidence can only be sent
from the Public Security Bureau to the procura-
torate or from the procuratorate to the court; hence,

the sending transaction proposal can only be sub-
mitted by the clients that belong to the Public Se-
curity Bureau and procuratorate. In addition, to
prevent the forgery of transactions, the originator of
the transaction proposal must have the acceptance
confirmation of the recipient.

(ii) Evidence Revocation. If the received evidence is
considered defective by the recipient, it will be revoked
and required to be supplemented by the sender. -us,
this transaction can only be initiated by a client of the
procuratorate or court. Moreover, the client who
initiates the transaction could only revoke the evi-
dence from its sender. If a revocation transaction is
already stored on the blockchain, then the evidence
included in this transaction is considered invalid.

(iii) Evidence Transfer Record Query. -is transaction
can be submitted by all clients of the system to gain
access to information related to a specified evidence
item or client.

For the evidence sending transaction, the process in-
cludes three phases: (1) sending evidence data off-chain, (2)
generating the transaction proposal, and (3) endorsement.
Figure 4 illustrates the process of the first phase.-e symbols
in Figure 4 are defined in Table 4. For the content of P in
Table 4, we have P � Ev|transaction ID|receiver ID, where
Ev is the evidence set included in this transaction and
transaction ID and receiver ID are the ID of this transaction
and the evidence receiver, respectively. In addition, we
define Ev � 〈Evi〉 ||i ∈ [1, n], and Evi � 〈evidence I
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Figure 3: Identity management scheme.
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D|evidence hash〉, evidenceI D is the ID of this evidence,
which is the same as the evidence ID stored in txID shown in
Table 1, and evidence hash is the hash value of

evidence data related the evidence ID. When client C1
(which belongs toOrgs) wants to send a set of evidence Ev to
client C2 (which belongs to Orgr), it will send the

sender receiver
C1 (Orgs) C2 (Orgr)

T=M({evidence hashi}|i∈[1,n])

R=H(Root(T))

E(SC1, {(P | R) | H(P | R)})

T→bufsender
T→bufreceiver

ack=E (SC2, {transaction ID | R})

Verify the content of ack

Remove T from bufsender

generate transaction proposal

submit transaction
proposal to endorser

Verify the integrity
of P | R and the
relationship of

P and R

Figure 4: -e process of sending evidence data off-chain between client C1 and C2.

Table 4: Meaning of symbols in our scheme.

C1 -e sender of the evidence
C2 -e receiver of the evidence
evidence hashi -e hash value of the ith evidence included in the transaction
N -e number of evidences in the transaction
M (X) A function that generates a Merkel tree for data set X
T A symbol representing a Merkel tree
Root (T) A function returning the root of Merkel tree T
H A hash function
P -e data of this transaction.
Transaction ID -e ID of this transaction
R A symbol whose value is equal to H (Root (T))
E (r1, r2) An encryption function that uses key r1 to encrypt plaintext r2
SC -e private key of client C
bufsender A buffer storing the information that a client sends out but has not confirmed by the receiver.
bufreceiver A buffer storing the information that a client receives but has not recorded on the blockchain.
ACK -e acknowledgement message of a transaction.

Table 3: Structure of the state database.

Field Meaning
Key Evidence ID

Value
e ∈ Org1,Org2,Org2 

Hash -e evidence’s hash value

TBC 1: the evidence has been sent by the procuratorate and the confirmation of the court is awaited;
0: the evidence is in other states.

valide
1: the evidence is currently in the valid state in organization e;
0: the evidence is currently in the invalid state in organization e.

flage
1: e owns the evidence;

0: e does not own the evidence.
Owner list owner1′sI D, owner2′sI D, . . ..

8 Security and Communication Networks



evidence data and wait for a response from the receiver.
After receiving the ack message from the receiver, it will
generate the transaction proposal (the format is presented in
Table 1) and submit it to the endorsement peers.

When an endorser receives a sending transaction pro-
posal, it will verify related constraints. If the transaction
proposal is verified, it will execute the transaction, generate
the read-write set, and sign the endorsement file. -e
chaincode of this process is shown in Algorithm 1. Symbol
“D” appearing in line 2 means the decryption function which
is used to decrypt the ack message by the receiver.

For the evidence revocation transaction, the chaincode is
presented as Algorithm 2. -e code from line 3 to line 12
corresponds to the validity checking phase of the endorser. In
line 3, the symbol “rer.bufsender” stores the evidences that have
been sent to the corresponding receiver by the revoker, while
they have not been confirmed by the receiver. In this case, the
revoker cannot revoke these evidences directly, because these
evidences have been sent to departments with higher priority
and they should be revoked first by these departments. If the
transaction proposal is proved valid, the code from line 21 to
line 25 will complete the endorsement operation. -e en-
dorser will simulate the execution of the transaction. During
this process, the endorser will access the state database to
obtain the data that it needs (the read set), and after the
simulation, it will obtain the updated state database entry (the
write set). -en, the endorser will sign the transaction and
read-write set as its response to the client.

Algorithm 3 describes the endorsement process for
evidence transfer query transaction. Only the information of
evidence that has a corresponding entry in the state database
can be found. If the queried information is stored in a field of
entry IDinq, the endorser will directly return inf as its re-
sponse; otherwise, transaction information related to IDinq
and that is stored on the local ledger will be returned to the
inquirer.

For the transaction proposal of evidence sending and
evidence revocation, the client must receive signed responses
from all endorsers before it generates a transaction and sends
it to the ordering service.

4.6. Consensus Algorithm. When a transaction proposal has
passed the endorsement strategy, the client initiating the
proposal will generate the corresponding transaction and send
it to the ordering service to store the transaction on the
blockchain. During this process, we adopt the Raft consensus
algorithm [24] to achieve the consensus and ensure the
consistency of the ledger among all nodes. All peer nodes in
the blockchain network participate in the Raft consensus
process.-ewhole process is composed of three phases: leader
node election, block broadcasting, and ledger maintenance.

For the leader node election, each peer node can be in
one of three states: follower, candidate, or leader. Initially,
each node is in the follower state and has a random timer.
When the timer times out, the node reaches the candidate
state. At this time, the node sends voting requests to other
nodes. When a candidate node obtains support from more
than half of the nodes in the network (including itself ), it is

elected as the leader node. If more than one candidate re-
ceives the same number of votes simultaneously, they will
make a new round of election requests. When a candidate
node finds that a leader node has been generated, it will
return to the follower state. -e details of the leader election
process can be found in [24].

As discussed above, a transaction that satisfies the
endorsement strategy will be sent by the client to the or-
dering service. Figure 5 illustrates the complete procedure
from the submission of a transaction by a client to the
storage of the transaction on the blockchain. In Figure 5, we
have a client, a leader node (A), and two follower nodes (B
and C). In fact, there can be more follower nodes, but for
simplicity, we only set two follower nodes here. -e leader
node and follower nodes constitute the whole Raft network
which will finish the consensus process and the ledger
maintenance.

From Figure 5, we can see all nodes in the Raft network
have a “Validity check” module, a “Log” module, a “State
machine” module, and a “Ledger.” Furthermore, the leader
node has an “Ordering” module and a “Block generating”
module additionally. In general, the received transactions
should be sorted by the leader node first and then packaged
into a block.-en, the newly generated block will go through
four stages, namely, verified by the “Validity check” module,
stored in the “Log” module, executed by the “State machine”
module, and finally added to the blockchain. -e details of
each step in this procedure are described as follows with the
step numbers corresponding to the numbers in Figure 5:

(1) A client sends a request R (t, ef ) to the Raft network,
where t is a transaction and ef is the endorsement
file related to t. Request R will be addressed initially
by the leader node. If the receiver of R is not the
leader, it will also be routed to the leader node.

(2) Received transactions are sorted in chronological
order by the “Ordering” module of the leader node.
When sufficiently many transactions have been
received for the generation of a block, the “Block
generating” module of the leader node will generate
a block.

(3) -e newly generated block will be sent to the
“Validity check” module which will check the
validity of each transaction in the block.

(4) If the block is valid, it will be stored in the log of the
leader node as an uncommitted block.

(5) -e newly generated block is also sent to all follower
nodes. -e “Validity check” module of the follower
nodes will check the validity of the received block.

(6) If the block is verified to be valid, it will be stored in
the logs of the follower nodes.

(7) After a block has been stored in the log of a follower
node, the node will send a response message back to
the leader node.

(8) When the leader node receives responses from all
follower nodes, the uncommitted block stored in its
log will be executed by the state machine.

Security and Communication Networks 9



Input: transaction proposal TP;
Output: endorsement result;
(1) if (C1 ∈ Org1&&C2 ∈ Org2) ||(C1 ∈ Org1&&C2 ∈ Org3) then
(2) ACK � D(PC2, TP.ack)//decrypt ACK with receiver’s public key
(3) if TP.ack is signed by TP.recI D then
(4) if ACK.transactionID� �TP.txID &&
(5) ACK.R� �H (Root ({M(TP.prooflist.hash)})) then
(6) simulate the transaction;
(7) calculate the read-write set;
(8) sign the endorsement file;
(9) return signed endorsement file;
(10) end if
(11) end if
(12) else
(13) return false;
(14) end if

ALGORITHM 1: Chaincode of evidence sending.

Input: EV � ev1, ev2, . . . , evn ;//the set of IDs of the evidence to be revoked
rer,//revoker’s ID
orgr,//the organization of the revoker
orge,//the organization of the revocation recipient

Output: the endorsement result;
(1) int checkev[n + 1] � 0;//state array for EV
(2) for i � 1 ∼ n do
(3) if evi ∈ rer.bufsender then
(4) return false;
(5) else
(6) if evi ∈ SDev.key|ev ∈ EVS D  then
(7) if SDevi.flagorgr

�� 1 then
(8) for all organization org that has higher priority than orgr do
(9) if SDevi.validorg �� 0 then
(10) if SDevi.flagorge

�� 1&& SDevi.validorge
�� 1 then

(11) if rer ∈ SDevi.ownerlist then
(12) checkev[i] � 1;
(13) end if
(14) end if
(15) end if
(16) end for
(17) end if
(18) end if
(19) end if
(20) end for
(21) if 

n
i�1 checkev[i] �� n then

(22) simulate the execution of the transaction;
(23) generate the read-write set;
(24) sign the proposal and the read-write set;
(25) return signed endorsement file;
(26) else
(27) return false;
(28) end if

ALGORITHM 2: Chaincode of evidence revocation.

10 Security and Communication Networks



(9) After the leader commits the uncommitted block, it
will send a message, along with its heartbeat RPC
(Remote Procedure Call), to instruct the followers
to commit the block.

(10) Each follower node will commit the uncommitted
block to its state machine.

(11) -e execution process of a follower’s state machine
is the same as that of the leader’s state machine.
During this procedure, the new block will be added
to the blockchain. Moreover, for each valid trans-
action, its write set will be committed to the state
database for update.

(12) -e leader will return the result of the request R (t,
ef ) to the client.

5. Security Analysis

In this section, we will analyse the security of the proposed
scheme in terms of integrity, consistency, and nonrepudiation.

5.1. Integrity

Lemma 1. An evidence item involved in a transaction that is
recorded on the blockchain cannot be tampered with during
the transfer process.

Analysis. For an evidence item included in a sending
transaction, the sender of the evidence will encrypt the
evidence data and the corresponding hash value with its

Input: IDinq //ID of the evidence being queried
inf//the concrete information of IDinq that the querier wants to query

Output: the queried information or false
(1) if IDinq ∈ SDev.key|ev ∈ EVS D  then
(2) if inf ∈ SDIDinq

’s field then
(3) return SDIDinq

.inf
(4) else
(5) search the local ledger with IDinq;
(6) return information inf related to evidence IDinq;
(7) end if
(8) else
(9) return No information was found.
(10) end if

ALGORITHM 3: Chaincode of evidence transfer record query.
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private key. If the evidence has been tampered with, the
receiver can easily detect it by decrypting the received
message and verifying the relationship between the evidence
data and the corresponding hash value, as illustrated in
Figure 4. If the verification result demonstrates that the
evidence has been tampered with, the sender will not receive
an ackmessage from the receiver, so the transaction will not
satisfy the endorsement strategy.

For an evidence item included in a revocation trans-
action, the evidence data will not be transferred; thus, there
is nothing that can be tampered with.

Lemma 2. No transactions recorded on the blockchain can be
tampered with.

Analysis. All transactions stored in a block are organized as a
Merkle tree, the root of which is calculated based on all the
transactions. If any transaction is tampered with, the value of
theMerkle tree’s root will also be changed, which can be easily
detected. Furthermore, this can result in a change in the hash
value of the block, which is recorded in the next block.-us, it
is also easy to detect this change unless all blocks of the
blockchain can be changed by the attacker, and the success
rate of tampering with the whole blockchain is negligible.

5.2. Consistency

Lemma 3. Ae local ledger stored in each node is consistent.

Analysis. According to the consensus process, a newly
generated block will be recorded in the log of each node
before it is executed by the state machine. -e difference in
the log of each node caused by the change of leader node can
be resolved by the Raft algorithm.-us, all consensus nodes’
logs must store the same blocks. -e state machine of each
node has the same execution process, so the execution result
will lead to the same update to the state database and the
blockchain.

5.3. Nonrepudiation

Lemma 4. Ae validity of the evidence transfer records
recorded on the blockchain cannot be denied by the involved
clients.

Analysis. For evidence sending events, the sender of the
evidence will sign the evidence that it sends and can be
verified by the receiver. Furthermore, the response of the
receiver ack in Figure 4 is also signed with the receiver’s
private key. When the related transaction proposal is sub-
mitted to the endorser, the endorser will verify the identities
of the sender and receiver. For evidence revocation events,
the endorser will also check the identity of the revoker and
the revocation recipient in the validity check phase.

Only when a transaction proposal is determined to be
valid will the endorser sign the endorsement file for it. -en,
it can be submitted to the consensus network for storage on
the blockchain. For all the transfer events stored on the

blockchain, the identities of the involved clients are verified
by the endorser and recorded in the transaction; hence, the
validity of the record cannot be denied.

5.4. Controllability and Auditability

Lemma 5. Ae proposed scheme can implement fine-grained
management during the evidence transfer process, which
includes management of the permission of each client and the
record rules of evidence transfer events.

Analysis. For the permission of each client, each client that
registers in its MSP can be authenticated when it commu-
nicates with other entities. If necessary, the certificate of a
client can be revoked so that it cannot be authenticated.
During the endorsement process, which includes checking
whether the related client has permission to conduct a
transaction, the endorsement strategy of each transaction
also defines the rules.

If the record rules of evidence transfer events are changed,
the format of a transaction, the structure of the state database,
and the logic of the chaincode for each transaction can be
redesigned to satisfy the new requirements.

Lemma 6. All activities related to evidence transfer can be
audited.

Analysis. -e clients that belong to the Political and Legal
Commission can access the whole ledger to supervise the
compliance of all recorded transactions.

6. Experiment

-is section presents the implementation and evaluation
findings of the proposed scheme.

6.1. Implementation of the Scheme. We implement the
proposed scheme on Hyperledger Fabric, which is an open-
source permissioned blockchain platform that supports the
Go language for writing chaincode. We use Hyperledger
Caliper to conduct performance tests on the proposed
blockchain network. Table 5 presents the experimental
platform information.

6.2. Performance Evaluation and Analysis. We deployed our
prototype with 4 organizations. Each organization is com-
posed of 2 peers and 1 client.-ere is only one channel in the
blockchain network. In the following, we evaluate the
throughput and latency of the proposed system. -en, we
analyse the impacts of the block capacity (BC) and the block
generation interval time (BGT) on the performance of the
network (including the storage and communication over-
heads). Here, the block capacity is defined as the maximum
number of transactions that can be included in a block.
Table 6 presents the parameter settings of BC and BGT in the
experiment.

Figure 6 shows the throughput of each transaction as a
function of the send rate. According to Figure 6(a), for all
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three types of transactions, the throughput increases with the
send rate. Under the same send rate, the query transaction
has the maximum throughput. According to Figure 6(b), if
the send rate exceeds 800 TPS, the throughput of the query
transaction will be stable between 790 TPS and 800 TPS.

Figure 7 presents the latency of each transaction with
different send rates. From Figures 7(a) and 7(b), we can see
that the query transaction has almost no latency until the
send rate exceeds 700 TPS. For the sending and revocation
transactions, the latency decreases with increasing send rate,
and the latency reaches its minimum value when the send
rate is 35 TPS. When the send rate exceeds 35 TPS, the
latency of the revocation transaction will increase with in-
creasing send rate, whereas that of the sending transaction
will not decrease anymore.

Figure 8 presents the storage and communication
overheads of various entities in the proposed network for the
sending transaction. According to Figure 8(a), the storage
communication of CA and the client node is almost 0MB
regardless of the send rate. For the orderer node, state
machine, and peer node, the storage overhead is propor-
tional to the send rate. Furthermore, the peer node requires
the most storage space.

From Figure 8(b), it is obvious that the higher the send
rate, the larger the communication overheads of the peer node
and orderer, while for the client and CA, the communication
consumption is almost 0MB. -e communication overhead
of the state machine is between that of the CA and the peer
node, which increases slowly as the send rate increases.

In Figure 9, we present the storage and communication
overheads of different entities in the proposed network for
the revocation transaction. From Figure 9(a), we can see that
the size relationship of the storage overhead of different
kinds of entities in the revocation transaction is the same as
that in the sending transaction; that is, the CA and client
consume almost 0MBmemory, and the peer node consumes
the maximum storage space. By comparison, at the same
send rate, the revocation transaction consumes more
memory than the sending transaction.

Figure 9(b) shows the communication overhead of the
revocation transaction.We can see that the CA traffic is almost
0MB. -e other entities’ communication overheads are
proportional to the send rate, while the orderer and peer node
have more traffic than the client and state machine. Compared
with the sending transaction, the entities have slightly higher
communication overheads in the revocation transaction.
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Figure 6: -roughput of each transaction with BC� 20 and BGT� 2 s. (a) -roughput of each transaction with send rate <50. (b)
-roughput of query transaction with send rate >50.

Table 5: Experimental platform information.

Operating system Ubuntu 18.04.3
CPU 2.6GHz AMD EPYC Rome
Memory 8GB
Blockchain platform Hyperledger Fabric 1.4.4

Table 6: Parameter settings of BC and BGT.

BGT (s) 1 2 3 4 5
BC 20 40 60 80 100
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In Figure 10, we present the storage and communication
overheads of various entities in the proposed network for the
query transaction. -e graph in Figure 10(a) is very similar
to that in Figure 9(a), except for the trends of the storage
space at the peer node, orderer, and state machine. For the
peer node and orderer, the memory consumption is stable as
the send rate varies. -e state machine requires less memory
as the send rate increases when the send rate exceeds 25 TPS.
-e reason is that the query transaction controls the access to
the ledger, so the consumedmemory is not influenced by the
send rate.

From Figure 10(b), we can see that the CA also generates
almost 0KB traffic, and the peer node has the highest
communication overhead.-e communication overheads of

the peer node, orderer, and state machine are proportional
to the send rate with various ratios. -e communication
overheads of the entities in the query transaction are much
lower than those in the sending and revocation transactions.
When the send rate is 50 TPS, the peer node only generates
less than 1MB (800KB) in traffic.

Overall, for each kind of transaction, the storage and
communication overheads are acceptable for evidence
transfer within China’s judicial system.

In the following, we will analyse the influence of the BC
and BGT on the performance of our system.

Figure 11 shows the impact of the block capacity on the
throughput of the network. Comparing Figures 11(a) and
11(b), the throughput of the sending transaction is highly
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similar to that of the revocation transaction. When BGT�1 s
and 2 s, the throughput of the network remains stable re-
gardless of the value of BC. If BGT> 2 s, the throughput of
the network will increase from approximately 40 TPS to
approximately 50 TPS. Finally, the throughput difference
will be very small in the cases in which BC> 80.

For the query transaction, we know from Figure 6 that
the value of send rate at which the highest throughput is
attained is 800 TPS.When the send rate exceeds 800 TPS, the
throughput of the query transaction will maintain between
750 TPS and 800 TPS. According to Figure 11(c), when the
send rate is 50 TPS (less than 800 TPS), the throughput of the
network will remain at 50 TPS regardless of the values of BC
and BGT. In contrast, Figure 11(d) shows when the send rate

is 1000 TPS (greater than 800 TPS), the throughput will
fluctuate between 700 TPS and 800 TPS regardless of the
value of BC and BGT. So, we can see that the throughput is
mainly influenced by the send rate of the transaction rather
than the BC and BGT.

-e influence of BC on the storage and communication
overhead is shown in Figure 12. We can see from
Figure 12(a) that, given the value of BC, there is little dif-
ference in the memory cost under different BGT values,
which is generally within 200MB. In addition, with the
increase of BC, the overall storage consumption will increase
slightly. -at is because the throughput is almost unrelated
with the value of BC and BGT, so the ledger’s memory
consumption is also not influenced by BC and BGT. -e
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component that has the greatest impact on storage overhead
is the sorting module of the leader node, because the bigger
the block capacity, the more the transactions and corre-
sponding endorsement files will be stored before they are
packaged and generated as a block, while this memory
consumption is only a small fraction of the total blockchain
network storage space.

Figure 12(b) shows the relationship of the value of BC
and BGTwith the communication overhead of the system. It
is obvious that when send rate equals 50 TPS, the com-
munication overhead of sending transaction is around
200MB regardless of the value of BC and BGT. -is is
because the communication activities of the network mainly
include the communication between the client and en-
dorsement node in endorsement process, and step 5, 7, and 9
of the consensus process. Given the send rate, the com-
munication between the client and endorsement node will

be maintained at a stable level. -e same is true for the
communication overhead of the consensus process.

-e influence of BGT on the throughput of each
transaction is presented in Figure 13. Similar to the scenario
in Figure 11, the value of BGT has similar influences on the
throughputs of the sending transaction and the revocation
transaction. When BC> 80, the throughputs of the sending
transaction and the revocation transaction are not sub-
stantially affected by the value of BGT, while if BC< 80, the
throughput is inversely proportional to BGT.

Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show the throughput of the
query transaction. -e same as Figure 11, we take the send
rate of the system into account when analysing the influence
of BC and BGT on the throughput. In general, the
throughput of the query transaction is basically not influ-
enced by the value of BC or BGT. If the send rate is 50 TPS
(less than the threshold 800 TPS), the throughput will
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remain stable at a value equal to the send rate. If the send rate
exceeds the threshold (equal to 1000 TPS), the throughput of
the query transaction will fluctuate over a small interval
(between 700 TPS and 800 TPS). -at is consistent with
Figures 6 and 11.

In conclusion, we can see that both the CA and the client
require minimal storage and communication resources, and
the orderer consumes the most memory and traffic in the
network. Given a certain send rate, the best performance can
be realized with various values of BC and BGT. -us, we can
select suitable devices and parameters for the deployment of
the proposed system according to the volume of evidence
transfer in different regions’ judicial systems.

6.3. Discussion. As presented in Table 5, our prototype is
deployed with Hyperledger Fabric 1.4.4.-e latest version of
Fabric is v2.0, which shows a substantial performance im-
provement compared with the previous version. According
to reports of systems that have been implemented based on
v2.0, the performance improvement of v2.0 over the pre-
vious versions is approximately 3 times, although the per-
formance differences depend on the operations. -us, our
proposed scheme can achieve greater performance with the
development of the blockchain platform.

Within the judicial system, other functions need to be
addressed except for evidence transfer. In this case, we can
expand the proposed network to complete more functions
via multichannel and interchain technologies, among other
technologies.

Because of the consensus algorithm that we adopted, the
proposed scheme may be vulnerable to Byzantine attacks.
Moreover, the maximum number of fault tolerant nodes
supported is (N − 1)/2, where N is the total number of
nodes in the blockchain network. To address this problem,

the operational network within the judicial system is clas-
sified and isolated from the Internet, so the probability of
suffering from a Byzantine attack is low. In addition, we can
adopt the PBFT consensus mechanism to easily defend
against Byzantine attacks.

Furthermore, our proposed scheme may suffer from
denial of service attacks. In our scheme, we can introduce an
anomaly detection mechanism or limit the transaction
proposal submission rate to reduce the rate of successful
attacks.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a blockchain network for re-
cording evidence transfer events among different depart-
ments of the judicial system to ensure the non-tampering
and consistency of the evidence transfer record. We design
the form of the transaction and the content of a block to
properly store the necessary information. Moreover, we
construct three smart contracts for evidence sending, in-
vocation, and query. -e Raft consensus mechanism is
adopted to finish the consensus process of a transaction.-e
security analysis proves that our scheme can achieve the
design goal. Moreover, we have implemented the system on
a test chain and conducted a set of experiments to evaluate
the performance of the system. -e results show that the
performance of the proposed scheme can satisfy the re-
quirements of China’s judicial system. According to the
performance analysis results, we can choose a suitable device
and set suitable parameters to deploy the proposed system in
the judicial system.

In the future, we will deploy the proposed scheme in part
of the judicial system in one province of China. Part of the
evidence transfer record management of criminal cases will
be completed by using the deployed system. On this basis, we
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Figure 13: Influence of BGT on the throughput of each transaction. (a) -roughput of sending transaction with send rate� 50 TPS. (b)
-roughput of revocation transaction with send rate� 50 TPS. (c)-roughput of query transaction with send rate� 50 TPS. (d)-roughput
of query transaction with send rate� 1000 TPS.
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will seek its wider use. Specifically speaking, we will consider
using blockchain technology to complete more business
within the judicial system.
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